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THE PAYMENT üF WAGES 1

Alberto Benítez Sáncbex?

Abstraet

This article studies the effects on income distribution caused by
changes in the fraction of wages paid at the start of a production
program, when tbe remaining wage is paid at tbe end. Among otber
results, it is found tbat this fraction permits tbe definition of certain
restriction.s affccting tbc form of the wage-profit curve as well as otber
constraints influencing lVicksell effects on prices.

1. Introduction

In this article, I study sorne restrictions due to the schedule for the
payment of labor that affect variables related to income distribution.
Normally, changes in this schedule induce modifications to the
production system via variations of aggregate demand in the different
markers, whíle a constanr production program permits the isolation of
the effects of these changes over the variables being investigated. With
the intention to preserve the last condition, I consider an equilibrium
situation in which all the markets are cleared and all the industrial
branches obtain the same rate of profit. In this framework, I analyze the
relations between the rate of profit, income distribution and the sche
dule for the payment of salaries that are compatible with a given
production programo

As is frequently the case when studying the interdependence
between prices and production costs, 1 consider a linear model of single
product industries with no fixed capital similar to those presented in
Hawking (1948), Dorfrnan, Samuelson and Solow (1958), Sraffa (1960),
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Leontief (1966), Morishima (J 973), Broome (1983) and Roemer (1983),
which have also been investígatcd by several other authors. A common
feature of these models is that salaries are paid at a single date either
starting 01' ending the production process but, with the intention of
exploring the relations mentioned aboye, 1 assume that a fractíon
t (O os; t OS; 1) 01'them is paid when productíon begins and the rest when it
finishes. Labor is the only input that 1 take as being cmployed forcefu11y
in every industry and it is not necessarily homogeneous in kind. A brief
summary of the model is offered in the second section and in the third
one 1 present some comments about its features that are relevant to this
research. The rnaín results are presentcd in the fo11owing order.

In a theorem introduced in the second section and proved in
Appendix A, 1 establish that the system of relative prices corresponding
to any given rate of profit (r) as well as the maximum level of this varia
ble (R) is independent of t. Ncvertheless, as shown in the fourth section,
for each r E ]O,RL the wage unit measured with the net product (w) is a
monotonous decreasing function of t. This implies that for each r E ]O,R[
and for each w E ]0,1 lo there is respectively a corresponding interval of
possible values of w and of r determíned by the díífercnt levels of t.

Moreover, there is a particular restriction -pointed out in the fifth
section- limiting the magnitude of each one of the variables w and r that
is independent of the technique used in the system. It is determined
respectively by the values of r and t (for w) and of w and t (101' r). From
this, 1 derive some consequenccs affectíng the form of the wage-profít
curve, proving that it may be a straight line only ifR OS; lit, strictly concavc
only ifR < l/t and, if it has a single profíle a11 over the interval [O,RJ, when
R > l/t it can only be strictly convexo 1 also develop a formula to estímate
the amount of capital advanced (K) measured with the net incorne given
the values of r ancl t.

Harcourt (1972, pp. 39-46) explains that a change in capital caused
by a reduction in the rate of profit taking place while the technique
remains unaltercd is known in the modern literaturc as a price Wickse11
effect (PWE); it is eíther negative, neutral 01' positive if capital respectively
díminishes, remains constant 01' increases. With regard to dosel)' related
matters, Broome (1983, pp. vi-ix, 56) sustains that when salaries are
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advanced it is more appropriate to consider them as being a pan of
capital. 1 adopt these definitions and in the sixth section 1 identify three
conditions related to the forrn of the wage-profit curve that are necessary
and sufficient for K(r) to be a monotonous function respectively constant,
increasing and decreasing. 1 also show that when the PWE is of a single
type all over the inrerval [O,R[ in a gíven production system, it can be
neutral only ifR ~ l/t, negative only ifR < t and ifR > l/t it can only be
posítíve. However, norrnally the PWE is not of a single rype. Considering
the general case, 1 present a formula that depencls only on t ancl R
permittíng the calculation, under a particular assumption, of an upper
bound to the proportion berween the non-necessarily positive and the
positive PWE if R > l/t.

It is worth not icing that wt increases monotonously when r
dimínishes, while ar the same time the value of the physical means of
production measured wirh the net product may grow, decrease or remain
constant. Por this reason, ir seems convcníent in the present context to
refer ro this value as the capital stock (K"). Therefore, 1 will distinguish a
PWE frorn rhc consequence of a reduction in the rate of profit on the
capital stock; they will be the same phenomenon only if t = O. As proved
in the same section, this consequence is not subject to the constraints
exposcd above.' In (he last section, 1 present some general comments.

2. Tite model

The model represenrs a productive systern íntegrated by n indus
trial branches, each one 01' rhern producing a particular type of good
labeled by an index i or j, so that i, j = 1,2, . . .,n. I will refer to a set
{JI j2, ... .jd; .. jD} as a D ser if it contains D different goods." AH the
production processes are simultaneous ancl of equal duration, the
quantities of each good are measurecl with the amount proclucecl of the
corresponcling goocl and the quantities of salaries with the amount of

3 Altcruativcly, the concepl of a PWE may be reserved for changes in the capital stock, introducing
anoihcr term to dcsignatc changes in the capual advanced. Also, a distinction could be made
bcrween two typcs of PWE affecting respectively capital advancecl ami capital stock. Apart from
being endorsed indirectly by Broomes arguments alreacly mentíoned, the option chosen here
sccms to be rhe simplest one.

4 In order ro simplify, 1 will also refer to the indexes as goods.
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salaries paid. For each pair (i,}) of indexes, aijand ljrepresent respectively
the quantities of i and of salaries consumed in the j industry during the
period considered to produce one unit of i. they are non-negative
numbers verifying for each j that lj > O while aij > O at least for one i.5 A
good i produces directly a good j (not necessarily different) if aij > O
and indirectly if there is a D set containing neither i nor j and verifying

aijIajlj:p-j2j3'" a j Dj > O.

For eachj, the price of goodj in units of salary is Pj and r is the rate
of profit of the periodo Given the fact that 1 - t is the fraction of the wage
paid at the end of production, the cost of labor in each branch j is
ljt(1 + r) + lj (1 - t) = lj (1 + tr). In these conditions, if the rate of profit
is the same in every branch, the prices and costs of production are related
by the following system of equations:

j= 1,2, ... ,1'1- [1]

1 will say that [1] is viable if in every D set the sum of the quantities
of each good belonging to D that are consumed directly in the production
of the goods of D is not greater than 1 and is less than 1 for at least one of
the goods. Consequently, every D ser verifies that ¿da¡jd:S:; 1 for each i E D
and ¿~ijd < 1 for at least one i E D.

1 assume that every economy considered in this work is viable,
which, together with the other assumptions already made permit us to
verify the following propositions for every t.

Theorem 1. There is an interval [O,R[ such th a t: a) R is
independent oft and O < R < + CIJ, b) for each r E [O,R[, the solution of
[1] is unique and strictly positive, c) p/r) is a monotonous increasing
function for every j, d) at least one price tends to infinity when r tends to
R, e) for each r E [O,R[, the quotientp¡(r)áJ/r) is independent of t \j (iJ).

5 If the assumption is made that each quantity of salaries pays an equal quantity of labor, 1. may
J

also be inrerprered as thc quantiLy of labor consumcd in the j-tb indusrry. However, rhis is not
required for the purposes of the article. Sorne references concerning rhe use of the wage unir in
the economic lítcraturc are presenteci in Kurz and Salvaciori (1995, p. 116)
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Proof. See Appendix A.

There are similar results in the books cítcd aboye by Broome,
Kurz and Salvadori, Morishima, Roemer, Sraffa and in sorne other works.
Nevertheless, due 10 the peculiarities of system [1] indicated in the
introduction and also as a consequence of the viability concept adopted
here, 1 prove Theorem ] following procedures sornewhat different from
those already published.

For each i, c¡ = 1 - 2;a¡¡ represents the quantity of good i produced
as surplus over the amount of the same good consumed as a means of
production, as [1] is viable c¡ ::::': O V i and c¡ > O for at least one i. Summing
up the 11 equations of [l], we obtain ¿~~aUp¡(1 + r) + l.}¡(l + tr) = 2;pj"
Substituting2;tj and 1;p¡with their respective equivalents 1 and 2;~aup¡

+ 1;CjPj in the previous equation yields 2;~aUp¡(1 + r) + (1 + tr) =
-0~aijP¡ + 2;c¡p¡ so that:

[2]

The first term of the left side of this equation is the amount of
profits obtained with the means of production and the second one that
of wages together with the profits corresponding to the wages advanced.
As the value of the collection of goods at the right side is equal 10 the net
income of the society, 1 will refer to this collection as the real income.v

3. Wages and labors cost

Measured with the real income, the capital stock and the value of
the wage unit are deterrnined respectively by the following equations:

and [3]

The wage, represented by the second variable, is the part of the
net income corresponding to labor while wt and w(l - t) are respectively
the fractions paid ar the beginning and the end of production. As 1 - w

6 Pastnerti (1977, p. 134) points out thar whcn wages are paid at the beginning of producrion
they are not included in the classical nolion of nct produce Nevcrtheless, independently of the
schedule for the paymcnt of wages, the valuc of the real income is cqual 10 the nct íncome.
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corresponds to profits, [:'J.b] indicares the distributíon oí that aggregate
between wages and profits. For this reason, when t = 1, the graph of
w(r) is the wage-profit curve of the economy as defined by Broome
(1983, p. 14) or the factor-príce frontier according to Morishima (1973,
p. 56), who follows Samuelson (1962) in this point, Consequently, the
graph of w(r) may be identified with these expressions for every t.

Apart from w, rhe workers receive an additional benefit due ro the
fact that sorne salaries are advanced. It may be evaluated as equal to the
profit that can be obtairied if wt is employed as capital during the
production periodo Although the benefit is real, 1 find it appropriate ro
say that this quantity represenrs a virtual income insofar as ir is not includcd
in the value of the real incorne. As pointed out in the previous comments
to equation [3.bL the last aggregate is equal to the sum of the actual
wages plus profits; conscqucntly, only that pan of wt destined by the
workers to obtain proíirs could give them access to an extra share of ir.
For instance, let us suppose that the workers do not rcquire wt at the
beginning of production whilc at the same time the enterprises are not
in possession of this amount. Then, the first can accepr postponing the
collection oí wt until th e end of production in exchange for
compensation derermined by the rate of profit, In this case, the virtual
income is reduced lo zero because the workcrs rcceive a profit oí unr.'
lf, in a different situation, the workers consume the wage advanced, the
virtual income remains equal to wtr, represcnting the opportuniry cost
that they pay for consuming that part of their earnings instead of using it
as capital. It is important ro rernark that the distribution of in come
between wages and proíits is independent of the amount oí profits earned
by the workers.

The sum of the real and the virtual parts of the workers' incorne is
equal to the fraction of the net product represented by the salaries
actualized at the end of production (w), determined by the product
w(1 + tr). I will refer to ir as the actualized wage for simplification.
Measuring prices with the real product, system []] can be written as

7 Frorn thc poiut of vicw of thc workcrs, thc profit menuoncd in 1his cxample may be considcrcd
more properly as interest on savings bUI I want lO underline i har, as the wages are unchangcd. thc
pan of the real ineome thus obraíncd eorresponds lo profirs, an aspcct oí íntcrcsr strcsscd by Marx
(1967, Vol. UI, p. :'>70) who wrotc. "Int crcst , as wc have seen in t hc I\VO preeeding chapt ers.
appears originally, ís originally and remains in íact merely a poruon oí rhc profit . ".
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j = 1,2, ... .n [4]

It is easy to note th at, for every given r E [O,R[, the cost of
production does not change in any industry j if its wage cost wl(1 + t1')

j

is substituted in [/1] for the actualízed wage equivalenr wlj . Therefore,
the appropriate uses of both concepts are equivalent with regard to the
system of rclative prices corresponding ro each r E [O,R[. Nevertheless,
1 - w(1') is equal to the profit corresponding ro the capital stock which is
less than the capiral's share of income and, conscquently, w(1') does not
indicare the distribution of income between wages and profits in the
model. For this reason, although its meaning will be further explored in
Lemma 3, in the rest of the article 1 will consider only the wage.

From the point of view of the enterprises, rhe difference between
tu and w is the same as that existing between rhe quantity of salaries paid
and the cost of labor at the end of production, which are respectively
the quantity paid directly to the workers and rhe cost of this amount
actualized at the end of production. The last quantity always counts as a
part of the prices and hence of the net in come while this cloes not occur
with the virtual pan of the workers income.

Equations [3.a] and [3.b] allow me to write [2] as the first ofthe
following -equations:

a) K';1' + to (1 + tr) =1 and b) J('" + wt =(1- w)/1' 'j r E ]OR[ [5]

The second equation is infcrrcd from the first one; it establishes
a relation between capital (K = K5 + wt), the rate of profit and the
distribution of in come that will be studiecl in the next sections. However,
ir is convenient to remember here the following well-known properties
ofw as a function ofr: 1) [5.a] implies that to = 1 when r = 0, Il) [3.b] and
e) of Theorem 1 imply that to is a monotonous clecreasing function of r
and lII) given the viability of [1], each good that is not produced as
surplus produces al least one good present in the real income;" this

8 Indecd, Jet D be the sct of al! thc goods produced either direetly or indircct ly hy i, as (1) is
viable at lcast one good j hclonging to [) is consumcd in thc produetion of the goods of [) in a
quantíty smaller than l. The surplus is not consumed in thc production of any good so that it
belongs ro thc real incorne.
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result and d) of Theorem 1 imply that when r tends to R at least one
price in the denorninator of [3.b] tends to infiniry, making w tend to °at
the same time. I will represent with W the set of all the continuous
functions 1: [O,R[-+JO,l], where R > 0, whose graph verífies the
properties indicated in 1), II) and III). It is convenient to remark that a11
the w(r) functions are determined by at least one system of rype (1) and,
as I consider only viable systems, they all bclong ro W, but there may be
functions belonging to W for which there is no such system.

3. Prices and income distribution

Although relative prices normally change when r changes, as shown
in Sraffa (1960, pp. 37-38), proposition e) of Theorem 1 indicares that,
for any given r E [O,RJ, the relative prices are the same if the wage is paid
entirely at the beginning or at the end of the production process and
also if one part of it is paid at the first date and the rest at the second
one.? By a procedure similar to the one followed in the proof.of e), the
same can be establíshed íor any schedule of payment provided that the
workers receive the same fraction of their salary on each payment date
in every industry. Nevertheless, this will not be the case if the industries
follow different payment schedules. For instance, if starting in a situation
where salaries are paid at the end of production the first industry deci
des alone to make this payment at the beginning, its cost will rise for any
r > 0, but this will not affect those industries whcre the first good is used
neither directly nor indirectly. As I will now show, these results have
sorne consequences upon the relation between prices and income
distribution.

The next two equations follow respectively frorn [5.a] and [5.bJ:

a) w = (1- Kfjr)/(1 + tr) and b) r = (1- w)/(Kfj + wt) [6J

As may be appreciated in [3.a], K5 clepends solely on relatiO ve
prices and for this reason e) 01' Theorem 1 implies that, for any given r E

[O,R[, th e magnitude of KS will be the same indcpendently of t.

Consequently, according ro [6.a], for any given r E ]O,R[, w is a

9 Bidard (2004, p. 59) shows th.u, if r is constant, the relauve prices are independent of ihe
payrnent of thc whole wage ante or postfactum,
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monotonous decreasing function of t that reaches its minimum value
when the whole wage is advanced and its máximum when it is paid at
the end of production while, according to [6.b], for any w E ]0,1[, r is a
monotonous increasing function of t reaching its maximum and minimum
values respectively when the whole wage is paid at the beginning and
the end of production. As these equations show, the importance of t
comes frorn the difference between the quantity of salaries paid ancl the
cost of labor already pointecl out in the previous section. Both quantities
are equal only if t = O or if r = O, otherwise the cost of labor in eludes
a part of profits so that it is greater than w. Figure 1 illustrates these
results, presenting the graphs of two w(r) functíons, W o and w j , that
corresponcl respectively to t = O and t = 1 in a system producing 1 unit
of a certain good with 1/2 a unit of the same good and 1 unit of wage.

1lJ

1

1/2 - - - - - - -

1/2 2/3 1 r

Figure 1. The graphs of totr) , wo(r) and that of 1/(1 + tr) when t = 1.

The functions can be obtained by substituting in [6.a] K~ for 1 in
both cases, t for O in the first case and for 1 in the seconcl case. When
r = 1/2, w adopts each value of the interval [1/.3, 1/2] as t diminishes from
1 to O. In the same figure, it can be appreciated that, for any given value of
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W E ]0,1 [, there will be an interval of possible values of the rate of profit
and also that this rate may adopt any value pertaining to it depending on
the particular schedule followed in the payment of wages. For instance, if
w = lB, the rate of profit adopts each value oí the interval [1/2,213] as t
diminishes from 1 to zero. These results mean that the distribution of
income between wages and profits does not determine the rate of profit
(and consequently the relative prices) nor vice versa, but each one of
these variables determines the limits of the interval where the other one
can adopt its value depending on the schedule for the payment of wages.
Alternatively, it may be said that r determines w and vice versa on the
condition that not only the production program but also t is given.

4. The form of the wage-profit curve

As Kí; > 0, equations [6.a] and [6.b] imply respectively the following
inequalities, valid for evcry r E JO,R[:

a) w < 1/(1 + Ir) and b) r < (1 - w)/wt [7]

Each one of them imposes a restriction on the variable singled out
that depends solely on the value of the other two variables. For this
reason, the restriction on each variable is independent of the technique
and is the same for a11 the systems of type [1] that share the same values
in the right side of, respectively, [7.a] and [7.b]. It should be noted that,
when t tends to 0, the limit oí 1/(1 + Ir) is 1 and that of (1- w)/wt is + w.
Therefore, each inequality establishes an effectíve restriction on the
corresponding variable only if t > °but not when the wages are paid
entirely at the end of production.

For r 2' 0, 1/(1 + Ir) is strictly convex and a monotonous decreasing
function of t and r. Its value is 1 when r = °and tencls to zero when r
tends ro infinity, as is shown in Figure 1. The height of this curve increases
when t diminishes, so that it tencls to ídentify itself with the horizontal
line of height 1 when t tencls to O.

Given a function f belonging to lV and an r" in the corresponding
ínterval ]O,R], let Sr" be the íunction cletermining for each r the height of
the straight line that passes through the points (0,1) and (r"Rr¡). Then,
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[8]

It should be mentíoned that, ii] is a w(r) function, the absolute
value of the slope of this line (which is the quantity multiplied by - r in
the equation) is equal to K wh en r = rh , according lO [5.b1. In a case
particularly important for this analysis, when rb = R, SR can be established
by substituting in [8] f(rh) for °and rb for R. Alter simplifying, we obtain
SR(r) = 1 - r/R 'cJ r.

1 will consider 4 subscts of W labeled W¡ to W¡ that are now to be
described. The first one is inregrated by all the functions whose graph is
a straight segment. Therefore, among the l.o(r) functions, ir contains only
those verifying

w(r) = 1- r/R \i r E' [O,R] [9]

lV.! includes the functions that lie entirely either aboye or below
SR, excepr íor their extreme points. Among the w(r) functions, ir contains
only those satisfying one of the following inequalities:

a) w(r) > 7 - r/R \1 r E' ]O,R[ and b) w(r) < 1 - r/R V r E' ]O,R[ [10]

W, is íntegrated by two types 01' functions that 1 define as aboye or
below Sr if, given any rb E' ]O,RJ, the corresponding level of rhe functíon
is respectively aboye or below Sr; Ior every r E JO,rb [ . Finally, lV¡conrains
rwo rypes of well-known Iunctions defined as strictly concave or strictly
convex if, given any pair of successive values (r",rb ) E' [O,R] for every r
E' jr'l'r¡,[, the corresponding level of thc Iunction is rcspectivcly aboye or
below the straight line deterrnincd by the points (r,j(r,,» and (rbf(rb».
1 will say rhat each one of the functions pcrraining to rhe sets W¡ and W4

possesses a single profile. lO

io Therc rnay he concavc ami COIWCX íunrtions in IV, r.h.rt do not hdong f.O IV. and íuncuons
belonging ro IV> thar are n eit hcr concave nor cOllvex.-Fxarnplcs of rhc ["¡rsr. iwo cases are the.'Iunctions of IV, rhar consisr of two srraight segmcnts join ing rcspectivcly aboye and helow SR and
of rhc last two -cases t he functions that belong to IV, and are st rictly concave or convcx over [O,R/2].,
and respectively stríctly convcx and concave over fR!2,R]. JI is also wort h noucing that IVI e IV, e
IV.: bur IV, e: IV; c;r IV, lndeed, IV.: c;r IV;, as can he verified with thc first couple of examples [ust
ment ioned and the facr rh.u IV, IV, is verificd with the last !WO cxamplcs.
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The inequality [7.a] imposes sorne restrictions on the possible
forms of the w(r) functions that are established in the next two theorems.
The first of them concerns W j and W2 and the second one W] and W4 .

Their proofs are based on the following proposition.

Lemma 1. Let rx > l/t; for each r E ]O,rx [ ' the height of the straight
segment that passes through the points (0,1) and (rx'O), compared with
1/(1 + tr), is: a) greater ifO < r < rx -l/t, b) equal if r = rx -l/t and c) less
ifr>rx-1/t.

Proof. For every r x > 0, the equation of the straight line that
contains the segment [(O,1),(r,.,O)] is 1 - r/rx = ir, - r)/rx ' Then, the
difference between the rwo functions is equal to ir.- n«, - 1/(1 + tr); by
doing the subtraction we obtain ir,+ r/r - r - tr? - rJ/[r;J1 + tr)], and
by símplifying and dividing (as r > O) the numerator by tr this quotient
can be written as [(rx - l/t - r) (tr)]I[ rx(1 + tr)]. Consequently, the
difference is bigger than, equal to and less than zero when respectively r

is less than, equal to and greater than rx - l/t, finishing the proof

This lemma is illustrated by Figure 2: when rx = 3/2 and t = 1, the
equation of the corresponding straight line is 1 - 2r!3: its height is greater
than, equal to and less than that of 1/(1 + tr) when r is respectively less
than, equal to and greater than 1/2.

Theorem 2. The function w(r): a) can be either a straight line or
aboye SR only if R :::: l/t and b) is below SR when R > l/t, if it belongs to

W2 ·

Proof According to b) ofLemma 1, ifR > 1/t there is an rE ]O,R[
such that SR(r) = 1/(1 + tr); if either [9] or [lO.a] holds, this r also satisfies
w(r) :::: 1/(1 + tr) in contradiction with [8], proving a). Consequently, if
R > l/t and w(r) belongs to W20nly, [Iü.b] can be satisfied. For this
reason, it is below SR, finishing the proof.

The graphs of functions W o and w j presented in Figure 1 are respec
tively a straight line and below SR. The graph of the w(r) function
corresponding to the following system:
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(1/100)p¡(1 + r) + (99/100)(1 + r) = PI
(415)P2(1 + r) + (1/100)(1 + r) =P2

is aboye SR, as shown in Figure 2.

w

1

I

\
I

\

I
\

I

\

213 - -1- - 

\

\

I
I
I

\

I

I
\

\

I
SR(r) I w(r)

I

\,
\

I,
I

[11 ]

1/4 1/2 3/2 r

Figure 2. The graphs of w(r) from system (11); 1/(1 + tr) when t = 1
and 1 - 2rl3.

The income distribution in [11] is determined by:

w(r) = (1-4r)(99-r)/(99-293.05r-392.05r2) [12]

These conclusions are established in Appendix B, where system
[11] is analyzed.
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Theorem 3. If l.f'(r) belongs ro W¡ or to \Ví , it may be: a) strictly
concave or aboye Sr only if R < l/t and b) only strictly convex al' below Sr
if R > lit.

Proof. The function w(r) is strictly concave 01' aboye Sr only if [LO.a1
is satisfied, implying that R < r¡j[ 1 - w(r¡J] for every rb E ]OR[. This
permits us to verify that, tor cvery "» E ]OR[, the r value (rx ) at the
intersection of Srb(r) with rhe horizontal axis is bigger than R. Indeed,
substituting in [8] Sr¡,(r) Ior 0Jfor w and r Ior r" we obtain O = 1 - rJl
- w(rb)]/r¡, and, consequently, r x = 1"¡j[1 - w(r¡J]. Then, if R ¿ lit, we have
r y > 1/t; this result and a) of Lemma 1 imply that there is at least one
r e ]O,rb[ such that Srb(r) > 1/(1 + tr). Thc fact that w(r) is either strictly
concave or above Sr implies th at this value of r also verifies {he inequality
w(r) > Srb(r) and therefore w(r) > Ji(1 + tr) in contradiction with [8],
proving a). On the other hand, equations [9] and [10.a] can be satisfied
only if R <::: l/t according ro a) of Theorern 2. Then, if R > l/t and w(r)

belongs to \Vi or to W"only [10.b] can be verified; for this reason, w(r)
can only be eirher strictly convex or bclow Sr, finishing thc proof.

The implications of [7.a] on the possible shapes of thc lv(r) function
established in this section have sorne consequcnccs for the PWE rhat
will be studicd in the next onc Bcíorc th at. 1 present here a formula ro
estímate capital given r and t.

Theorem '1. If r té, ]O,R], then

K(r) = (! -l·2tr)/[2r(1 + tr) I± 1/[21'(1 + tr)] [1.3 ]

Proof. From [3.bl and [7.al, WT have O <:: [A1(r) < 1/(1 + tr) V r E

]O,R], so that O:¿: -11'(r) > -1/(1 + tr) and 1::: 1 - w(r) > 1 -1/(1 + tr). As
1 - 1/(1 + tr) = r/(1/t + r), dividing by r the last inequalities yields 1/r ¿ [1
- w(r)]/r > l/(1/t + r) and, substituting thc middle tcrrn of this exprcssion
for its equivaleru accorcling ro [5.b], we Iinally have (1/r) :¿~ K(r) > 1/(1/t

+ r). Thcreforc, K(r) can be estimatcd as the average of the extreme
values of the Iast interval with a maximum error equal to 1/2 of the
difference berween these rwo values. Their sum is (l + 2tr)/[r(1 + tr) J
and their difference is l/[r(tr + 1)]; dividing both formulas by 2, the
proof is completed.
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The maximum possible error as a fraction of the estimation is
determined by {1I[2r(tr + 1)]}/{ (1 + 2tr)/[2r(1 + tr)]} = 1/(1 + 2tr).
Consequently, this fractíon is a monoronous decrcasing function of r
and t that tends to 1 when [he product tr tends ro O and to O as the
product grows. For this reason, the formula is Iess good for small values
of t and r, but its accuracy improves rernarkably when the values al' t and
r increase. For instance, whcn t = 1 and r is successively equal ro 2, 5, 10
and 20, the rnaximum error as a fraction of the estimation is respectively
equal to 1/5, 1/11, 1/21 and 1/41.

The proportion between the investment and the real income, as
the other relative prices, depends partly on the technology described
by the technical coefficients and partly on the values of r and t. According
to [13], the first part decreases as the product tr increases.

5. Price wicksell effects

Sorne relations between K(r) and the forrn of the w(r) function
will he introduced now.

Theorern 5. The Iollowing are three pairs of equivalent propositions
in the sense rhat each one of thern implies the other one belonging to
the same pair: a) K(r) is monotonously increasing and w(r) is aboye Sr,
b) K(r) is constant and w(r) is a straíght line and e) K(r) is monotonously
decreasing and w(r) is below Sr.

Proof. Thc function w(r) is aboye Sr if 'íI r b E JO,R] and r E ]O,r b [ :

w(r) > 1 - r[J - w(r¡,)]lrh <=:> w(r) - 1 > - r[l - w(rh ) ]/rh

[w(r) - l]1r > - [1 - w(r¡,) ]/rb <-:> [1 - w(r)]lr < [1 - w(rb ) ]!r¡)

As r < r", the last inequality implies, according ro ¡5.b], that K(r)
is an increasing function 'íI r E ]O,R[. Consequcntly, if K(O) ? K(rJ lar an
r x E ]O,R]' there is an r b fe ]O,rJ such that K(O) > J((r,,) , but as K(r) is
continuous there is also in this case an r E ]O,r b [ for which K(r) > K(rb ) ,

contradíctíng the previous rcsult and proving that K(r) is an increasing
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function V r E lO,R[. Or, if this is the case, the last of the four equivalent
inequalities is verified V rb E ]O,R] and r E ]O,rb [ so that w(r) is aboye Sr
according to the argument th at starts with this inequality going
backwards, proving a). 1'0 prove b) and c), it is enough to substitute in
the preceding proof sorne easily identified words and symbols, apart
from minor modifieations in the case of b) when r = O.ll

These results permit us to establish, in the next proposition, a
relation between ehanges in K(r), the forrn of w(r) and the restrictions
to this form presented in the preeeding seetion.

Theorern 6. If K(r) is a monotonous funetion then it can be: a)
inereasing only ifR < l/t, b) eonstant on1y ifR:s; l/t and e) on1y decreasing
ifR> l/t.

Proof. a) of Theorern 5 and a) of Theorem 3 imp1y a), b) ofTheorern
5 and a) ofTheorcm 2 imp1y b) while e) ofTheorern 5 and b) of1'heorem
3 imp1y e), ending the proof.

The eonclusions just provcd do not exclude that in sorne viable
systems capital may grow and diminish eonseeutive1y when r increases.
Nevertheless, givcn the eonstraint imposed by [7.a] for any t, when R
inereases the fraetion of the interva1 ]O,R[ over whieh the graph of lL'(r)
may be either eoneave or a straight line diminishes. A eonsequenee of
this is that, if a particular assumption presented below is adopted, the
PWE will tend to be mostly positive, a result based in the following
proposition.

Theorem 7. Given a pair (rx,r) E [O,R] so that r x > r and rx > l/t, if
the rate of profit descends from rx to r, the PWE can be either neutral or
negative only if r > ,\- l/t.

Proof For each rx E ]l/t,R], we have w(rx) ;::::: 0, then K(rJ :s; l ir;
according to [5.b]. On the other hand, as established in a) and b) of
Lemma 1, if r s: rx- l/t then 1 - r/rx;::::: 1/(1 + tr). This inequality and [7.a]

11 Harcourt (1972, pp. 39-13) shows that, if the graph of w(r) is a strictly concavc, straight or
convex lineo then K(r) is a monotouous funclíon respecuvely incrcasing, constant and decreasing.
He also prcsents referenccs lO thc original conrríbutors lO thesc rcsults
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imply that 1 - r»: > w(r) if r > Oso that rlrx- 1 < - w(r) and rlrx < 1 
lO(r). As r > 0, dividing the last inequality by r yielels 11rx < [1 - lO(r)]lr.
Consequently, lIrx < K(r) tor every r e ]O,rx-llt]. Besides, K(O) = KS(O)
+ lO(O)t; given the fact that lo(O) = 1, it follows that K(O) > t and, as rx >
lit, we obrain lIrx < t < K(O). Then, Itr; < K(r) for every r e [0, rx -lit].
This permits us to concluele that K(rJ < K(r) for every r e [0, rX-lit] so
rhat i1' r s rX - lit, the PWE is positive, finishing the proof

To each vector (rx,r) verifying that °s r < rx <R corresponds one
particular PW'E resulting as a consequence 01'a reeluction on the rate 01'
profit from rx to r. Given a system of type [1], let W(R) be the set of all
the vectors that satisfy the condition indicated, which is equal 10 the
triangular surface determined by the points (0,0), (R,O) and (R,R) except
for the segment [(O,O),(R,R)], as shown in Figure :).

Non-necessarily
posiuve P\';!E

l/t R

(R,R)

(R,R - l/t)

Positrve PWE

} R/G

r

Figure :). The W(R) set when R = 8, t = 1 and G = 20.
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For any r x > 0, all the possible PWEs are associated with the points
ofthe vertical segment [(rx,O),(r,.,r.,.)[. According to Theorern 7, ifr; > l/t,
the effects associated with the points in the segment [(rx/J),(rx' r x- lit)]
are all positive while those that are not positive can be associatecl only
with the points contained in ](rx' rx- l/t),(rx' r.,.)[, although the effect
corresponding to any (or to all) of the points in this segment can also be
positive.

In order to calculate an upper bound to the proportion between
the non-necessaríly positive and the positive PWE in a given systern [1],
it is convenient to consider a natural number G > 2 and to inscribe
inside W(R) G -1 vertical and G - 1 horizontal segments separating each
pair of parallel lines by a distance equal to R/G as shown in Figure 3. Let
us suppose that G is so large that the difference berween any two points
contained insicle the same square of sicle R/G is negligible for all the
agents. Under this assumption, it is enough to consicler, from their point
of view, only those PWEs associated with the set W(R) (\ {G(R) x G(R)}.
Then, for any given G, the above-mentioned proportion is not greater
than that existing between the number of elements belonging to two
subsets of squares of sicle R/G contained in W(R) and separated by the
straight line of slope equal to 1 that passes through the point (1/t ,O): the
first subset integrated by the squares whose right bottom comer is aboye
the straight line and the second one by the squares whose corresponding
comer is on and below the straight lineo Because this quantiry normally
changes according to the magnitude of G, it is convenient to defíne the
upper bound calculated here as the limit of the last quotient when G
tends to + co, ConsequentIy, the proportion between the two groups of
PWE is not greater than the limit of the proportion between the two
quantities just defined when R/G tends to zero. Thus, it is equal to the
proportion between the areas of the corresponcling sections of W(R),
which is determined by [R2/2 - (R - 1/t)2/2]1[(R -1/tr/2] = [R2 - (R - 1/
tr]l(R - 1/t)2; divicling each term of the right side of this equation by its
denominator ancl simplifyíng, we arrive at the following conclusion.

Lemma 2. For any given t, the proportion between the non
necessarily positive and the positive PWE in a system of type (1) in which
R> l/t is not greater than [R/(R -l/t)]2 -1.
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This lemma pcrmits us to observe that, for any given t, the upper
bound to the proportion between the two types of cffects diminishes as R
in creases and that it tends to zero when R tends to + CIJ. Also, for any
given R, the upper bouncl tends to grow as t diminishes and it tends to +
CIJ as t tends ro 11R. Nevertheless, when R grows keeping t constant, the
increase in the prepooderaoce of the positive PWE is certain, somethiog
that does not necessarily occur with the non-positive PWE in the second
situation. Although the subiect is beyond the scope of this article, an
interesting aspect of these results is that they may conrribute to the study
of this proportion, which is related to a theoretical debate exposed by
Harcourt (1972), 00 empirical bases. Iodeed, according to Lemma 3, the
question about the proportion betweeo the non-positive and the positive
P\X1E io a productivo system, either actually or as a tendcncy, can rcceive
an approximate answer if a reliable estimation can be made for, respectivcly,
the prescnt and the future values ofR and t (ifR > lit).

Finally, as indicatcd in the introduction, the capital stock may not
chaoge in the same direction as the capital. This is illustrated by the
systern whosc wage-profit curve is shown in Figure 1: K5 is constant
while capital diminishes monotonously when r grows if t = 1. Also, the
variations in KS are not subject to the restrictions on capital derived
from [7.aL.as proved in the íollowing proposition.

Lernma 3. The inequality [7.a] does not impose any restriction on
the capital stock.

Proof. Solviog [5.a] for KS, we obtain K5 = [1 - w(l + tr)]lr;
substituting the actual for the actualized wage cost in this formula, we
get K'; = [1 - w(r) ]Ir. Consequently, the varíations of K5 depend on the
shape of the w(r) Iunction , as rnay be inferred from Theorem 5.
Nevertheless, whatever the form of this function or the value of R, for
every r E: ]O,R[, w(r) < 1 so that w(l + tr) < 1, which implies that in
every case [7.a] is verified.

7. Conclusions

The preceding study shows that the schedule for the payment of
wages constitutes a relevant variable affecting the interdependency
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between prices and income distribution in a productive system. This
conclusion stands mainly on the results obtained concerning rwo themes:
a) the effects ofthis schedule over the income distribution corresponding
to each level of the rate of profit compatible with a given production
program and b) the restrictions on the possible forms of the wage-profit
curve determined by this schedule together with the maximum rate of
profit, which permit us, among other things, to establish sorne general
propositions relating to these two variables and the PWE. Generally
speaking, these results are a consequence of the distinction studied in
the third section between the wage and its actualized value which
corresponds, from the point of view of the entrepreneur, to the
distinction between labor's share in the real income and labor's cost.

The model that I introduced here covers a set of situations that is
also partially considered by a large and d ive r s ifie d literature.
Consequently, a proper comparison with these publications surpasses
the scope of the present article, although the following observations 
together with sorne comments already presented in the article - will
help to place my contributions against the background of the previous
studies.

1'0 this end, it is convenient to distinguish three relevant positions
in the economic literature regarding the schedule for the payment of
wages. The first was advocated by Smith (1991) for whom this payment
was generally done at the start of production so that wages are normally
a part of capital, an assumption shared by other classical econorníst.v In
contraposition, Marx (1991) sustains that the wages are always paid at
the end of the period fixed by the labor contract, the workers giving
credit to the enterprises. As the credit goes in the opposite sense when
the wages are advanced, it may be concluded that the distinction between
the wage and its actualized valüe was implicit in his analysis. Nevertheless,

12 In page 32 he writes "In al! arts, and manufactures the greater part of the workmen stand in
need of a master to advance them thc materials to their work, and their wages and maintenance till
it be completed" and in page J 33 "The far greater part of the capital of such master artífíccrs,
however, is circulated, eit her in the wages of their workmen, or in the príces of their materials, and
repaíd with a profit by the price of the work". (The first quote comes fram Chaptcrs VII Book One
and the second onc from Chapter 1 of Book Two). In the same sense Ricardo (1965, p. 53) wrate
that "Capital is that part of the wealth of a country whích is ernploycd in praduction, and consist of
food, clothíng, tools, raw materials, machinery, etc., ncccssary tu give effect to labor." (Chapter V).
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he chooses to assume provisionaUy that t = 1 considering that this makes
no alteration in the nature of the exchange of commodities, something
confirmecl by e) of Theorem 1 concerning relative prices. B Regarding
this point, Negishi (1985, pp. 73-76) indicates that the assumption that
wages are paid out of current, not past, output is proper of the post
Walrasian neoclassical school while the aclvancement of wages is more
compatible with Marxist theory. The third position considers the
payment of a part of wages at starting production ancl the rest when it
finishes, which is the more appropriate interpretation according to Sraffa
(1960). Nevertheless, this author decided to adopt O as the unique value
of t in his model, probably assuming that this variable has no implications
affecting the thesis presented in his book.!"

From my point of view, the determination of the value of t that
best represents the schedule for the payment ofwages in a given economy
requires empirical studies, a research that may be stimulated by the
relevance of this variable, suffíciently arguecl in the artic1e. Nevertheless,
as the theoretical work on the subject can be carriecl out independentIy
of the results of this research, 1 considered here all the possible values of
t. On the other hand, it could be said that the approach that 1 foUowed is
closer to the position preferred by Sraffa than to any of the two others.
However, an important difference is that 1 do not assume that the fraction

1:\ In page 174 he wrires "In cvery counrry in which rhe capitalist mode of production reigns, ir
ís rhe custorn nor lO pay for labour power beforc ir has been exercised Ior the pcriod Iíxcd by rhe
contraer, as, for ex.unple, rhe ene! of t.he week. In all cases, thcrcíore, thc use value of thc labour
power is advanced lO rhe capualíst: rhe labourer allows rhe buycr ro consume ir before he receives
paymcnt 01'rhe price; he everywhere gives credít to the capítaltst." In pages 174-175: "Nevertheless,
wherher moucy serves as a means of purchase or a as a means of payment, t his makes no alreration
in the nature of rhe exchange of commoe!iries." and in rhe last page: "Ir will, thercfore be useful,
for a clear comprchension of the relation 01'the parues, ro assume provisionally rhar rhe possessor
of labour power, on the occasion of each sale, immediarely receives the pricc supulated ro be paid
for ir." (Vol. 1, Chapter VI).

14 In page 9 he wrítes "In view 01' this doublc characrer 01' rhe wage ir would be appropriare,
when wc come lO consider rhe división of rhe surplus berween t he capiralisr ancl workers, ro
separare rhe IWO componenr parts of the wage and regard only rhe 'surplus' pan as variable;
whereas the goocls necessary for thc subsísrcncc of the workers would contínue ro appear, with
the fuel, etc., among rhe means 01'production." Ami in page 10: "We shall, nevertheless, refrain in
this book [mm lampering with the rradíuonal wage concepr and shall follow the usual practice 01'
rrealing rhe whole wage as variable." He aclcls in the same page "In any case rhe discussion which
follows can easily be adapted to the more appropriate, if unconvenrional, interpretatíon of the
wage suggesred aboye." (Chaprer Il, paragraph 6).
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of the wages paid in advance covers the subsistence expenses of the
workers, as Sraffa does.!? Also, the c1aim that the results established in
his work are compatible with the more appropriate interpretation of
labor's payment can not be treated here because it requires a detailed
evaluation of several issues.

Besides, the existence of a difference in the form 01" the wage
profit curve due to the payment of the whole wage at the beginning or
at the end of production has already been noticed. for instance in Bidard
(2004, p. 39), Pasinetti (1977, pp. 131-132) and Kurz and Salvadori (1995,
p. 5,1). Nevertheless, -as tar as 1 know- this is not the case with the
relations betwecn the dífferent forrns of the curve, the máximum rate of
profit and the diflerent schedules for the payment of wages.

Finally, Broome (1983, p. 56) states that "Wicksell effects are a
nuísance in economics. The trouble is that they are unpredictable. A
change 01" distribution will change the capital requirernents of dífferent
products, but there is no simple rule that tells us in which direction or
by how much". In this regarcl, 1 can say that Theorems 2 and 3 provide
simple rules lO reduce the possible Iorms of the wagc--profit curve;
Theorem 7 offers another rule that tells us in which direction the amount
of capital changes ancl Theorem lí gives us a formula permitting to
estímate the magnitude 01' the change. Not one 01" the rules is general,
but each one covers a number of cases that may be large. depending on
the values 01" t and R. 1 shoulcl add that - to the best of my knowledge 
Broome's comment is still valid consiclering the literature that was
publishecl aftcr thc appcarance of his book.'"

1'5 About thc subsrsrencc wage, Roemer (199:'>, p . .'>.~l pomied out ih.u in advance capllalism
"workers in fact do choosc- lO consume diffcrent bundles ane! are not limucd to subsísrcnce in any
meaningful se nsc".

16 lIowever, the results concerning t he /'\VE are rcstríctcd by t he panicular definitions adopted
in t his artíclc (see note I l. The most complete reviews of t he rclatcd lítcr.uurc t hat 1 consulted
wcre the aforementionee! books by Bie!ard, by lIarcoun ane! by Kurz ane! Salvadorí.
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APPENDIX A: Proof of Theorem 1

a) Let A = [czif] be the n x n coefficients matrix. The fact that for
each j czlj > O for at least one i irnplies that in the canonical forrn of A

there is at least one irreducible matrix, as shown in Lernma 1.1 by Seneta
(1981, p 16). Th erefore, the Frobenius root of A (,1,;\) is greater than
zero; if A is not indecomposable, AA is the greatest of the Frobenius roots
of (possibly several) indecomposable matrices in the canonical forrn of
A. Let A c be one of these matrices and such that its Frobenius root is
equal to ,1,.1' As (1) is viable, none of the sum columns ofAc is greater than
1 and at least one of them is less than 1; it Iollows that ,1,.4. < 1. This is
indicated in the first remark to Theorern 4.C.10 by Takayama (1987, p.
388). Defining

1/(1 + R) =AA (A.l)

results in R = (1 - }cA)/)'A. Because O < ,1,..\ < 1 and does not depend
on t, R satisfies a).

b) For each j, let Pi be the price of good j when t = 1. Introducing
the 1 x n matrices p = [P.I] and I = [1], when t = 1, system [1] can be

j

represented by means of the equation Ap(1 + r) + 1(1 + r) = p. This
equation can also be writren as:

{[1/(1 + r)]! -A}p = I [A.2]

where J is then x n idcntity matrix. If r e [O,RL then 1/(1 + r) > AA

and for this reason rhere is a vector p ?': O, }11" O rhat satisfies [A.2], as
indicated in proposition (H') of Theorem 4.D.2 by Takayama (1987, p.
392). The facts that p ?': Oand li > O \j j irnply that p > O; this can be easily
checked in any particular equation of [1]. The matrix {[1/(1 + r)]! -A}
is nonsingular according to (III') of the sarne Theorern, so that pis unique.

Defining P = [jJi]' systcm [1] may be represented by the equation
Ap(1 + r) + 1(1 + tr) =p. Multiplying its two sides by (1 + r)/(1 + tr), we
obtainAp[(1 + r)/(1 + tr)](1 + r) + 1(1 + r) =p[(1 + r)/(1 + tr)]. Let
Zj = P)(1 + r)/(1 + tr)] for eachj and z = [ziL then (1) can be written in
the form A.z(l + r) + 1(1 + r) = z and also as:
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([1/(1 + 1')]1 -A}z = 1 [A.3]

[A.2] and [A.31 imply that p = z. Accordingly, P; =PiI + 1')/(1 + tr)
for each r E [O,R[ and for eachj. Therefore,

P = p(l + tr)/(1 + 1') \j t E ]0,1]
] ]

As b) is valid íor t = 1, [A.4] proves its validity \-1 t E [0,1[.

[A.4]

e) Let sr.. r.!) E [O,R[, 1', < 1'2' I, = p¡(r2)/p¡(r,) for each i anel
fh = min{J; I i = 1,2, ... , z}. When r = r.! the b-tb equatíon of (1) may be
written as ~a¡h[f¡ p¡(r¡)] (1 + r.!) + lh(1 + tr2) = j~Ph(r¡) ~ ~a¡b[(f/

fh)pJr¡)](1 + 1'2) + I¡JI + tr.!Yfh = Ph(r,) substituting Ph(r¡) we obtain
~a¡b[(f/fh)PJr¡)](1+ r.!) + lh(1 + tr.!){fr, = l;a¡¡pJr¡) (1 + r¡) + lh(1 + tri)'
the fact that a¡h > O lar at least one i together with the previous definítíons
imply that ~a¡b[U;{fh)p¡(r¡)](1+ r.!) > ~a¡¡PJr¡)(1 + r¡). Consequently,
lh(l + tr.!Vft, < lh(1 + t1'¡} so that t, > 1.

d) Lct S = {r
ll

= R - R/n[ n = I ,2,3, ... }; if no price tends ro infinity
when r tends to R (1' E S), there is a real number H so large that every
price belongs to ]O,H] for each r E S. In this case, el) implies that, when r
tends to R, the sequence forrned by each pricej converges lO a limit (p/)
containcd in ]O,H]; let pi. = [p/]. Consider the two sequences forrned
associating with each n E N the same particular side of [A.2] when r

tends ro R (1' E S), with p and 1/(1 + 1') aelopting their respective values:
both converge and, for every n E N, their corresponding rerms are equal.
Consequently, rheir limits are also equal, so that ([l/(1 + R)]I -A}p¡' = l.
However, (VI') of Thcorem 4.D.2 already cited states that th is equation
may be verified only if [1/(1 + R)] > AA' sornething that contradicts (A.I),
proving e) when t = 1. Its validity ";/ t follows from th is result and [A.4I.

e) According lO [A.4],P;lPj = 1\[(1 + t1')/(1 + 1')]lp;[(l + tr)/(1 +
1')] = p/p; for any pair (if), so that relative priccs are independent of t
ending the proof of rhe theorern.
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APPENDIX B: Analysis of System [11]

Solving [] 11 yields

PI = [99(1 + 1')]/(99 - 1')
P.2 = (1 + 1')/[20(1 - /ír)] IA5]

The net product consists of991100 units of the first good and 115
of the second one, so that its value in wage units is .99fJ¡ + .2P.2 By
substituting the corresponding prices, we have .99[99(1 + 1')]1(99- 1') +
.2( 1 + 1')/[20(1 - 41')]; substituting .99(99) for 98.1 and summing up the
two fractions, we obrain [(98.1) (1 + 1') (20) (1 - 41') + .2(1 + 1') (99 - 1')]1
1(20) (1- 41')(99 - 1')]; dividiog by 20 the nurnerator and the denominator
yields [98.1(1 + 1')(1 - 41') + .01(1 + 1')(99 - 1')]/(1 - 41')(99 - 1'). The
numerator can be writteo as (1 + 1')[ (98. (1)(1 - 41') + (.01)(99 - 1')] = (1
+ 1')(98.01 -392.041' + .99 - .011') = (1 + 1')(99 ·-392.051') = 99 -392.051'
+ 991' - 392.051'2 = 99 - 293.051' - 392.051'2. Therefore, the net product
in wage units is equal to (99 - 293.051' - 392.051'2)/(1 - 41')(99 - 1');
substituting the denominator at the right side of [6] for this formula, we
obtain equation [12].

Equation [A.5] determines that R = l//i, so thar SR(r) = 1 - 41'.
Given the fact thar w(r) - SR(r) > O for every r E 10,1/4[, it follows that
w(r) is above SR. Indeed, the inequality w(r) - SR(r) > O may be written
as (7 - 4r)Q - (1 - 41') > O where Q is the functioo mulriplying (1 -·41') in
equation [] 7]. Consequent1y, it is valid lar every r E ]0,114[ if and on1y if
Q > 1 <:::> 199 - r - (99 - 293.051' - 392.051"') 1 = 292.051' + 392.051'" > O,
which is correct for every r E ]0,114].
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